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Abstract: 

Our analysis yields some c.onclusions about the political role of regions in 

the formation of supranational economic. areas , which turns out to be quite 

different from the role of nations. The claim that regions have more incentives 

than nations to attain a fiscal agreement implying full economic integration is 

likely to be correct when nations are ec.onomic. stable arrangements , i.e . when 

the rich region of a nation is not "exploited" by the poor region. When, on 

the other hand, it is not on the interest of a rich region to be part of a nation, 

attempts to achieve full economic integration among ' I, group of n>l.tion" is 

more likely to be successful if nations , instead of regions, >l.re the decision 

makers . 
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1 Introduction 

A common claim of regionalistic parties in Europe is that the barriers to full 

European integration are caused by the fact that nations are in charge of the 

decisions . Therefore, if regions were to make the deeisions, Europe would be 

more closely integrated. 

In this paper we focus on how the the incentives of regions differ from 

those of nations when chosing a type of common fbcal arrangement. We 

will consider a very simple but, we hope, relevant and clarifying environment 

with only two nations . Each nation will consist of two regions . A unitary 

fiscal arrangement would bring full insurance against local shocks for all the 

nations (and for the regions forming the nations ) 1 Uncler a federal system, 

however, risk-sharing is achieved by means of migration from poor regions to 

. richer regions. Since migration is costly a federal system provides only partial 

insurance against local risks. One might think that independent regions, 

being smaller economic areas than nations , are exposed to higher risks and 

as a consequence have stronger incentives, as compared to nations, to form 

a union. A nation , on the other hand, might prefer the partial insurance 

mechanism provided by the fiscal system since it faces a lower risk and the 

full insurance assoeiated with a unitary state might be "too expensive." 

We will show, however, that the previous intuition might be quite mis

leading. Suppose that one of the two nations is richer than the other in 

expected terms and, in the same way, within each nation one region is richer 

lWe abstract from the 'political risk discussed, for instance, in Alesina and Perotti 

(1995 ) 
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than the other. Thus, suppose that different nations, and different regions, 

each face different idiosyncratic risks. It is true that the regions, as indepen

dent economic areas, might face higher risks than they would if they were 

part of a nation. But now the income dispersion among the foUl' regions is 

also higher than the income dispersion among the two nations. In this case, 

the richest region might find a partial insmance arrangement more profitable 

than a unitary state and at the same time, were nations the pliLyers, both 

nations prefer the full insurance associated with the unitary agreement to a 

partial insuran ce system. 

The relevance of our iLnalysis rests on the assumption that nations (or re

gions) cannot obtain full insurance against idiosyncratic shocks in the market. 

Thus, in our approach the union and the federation can be seen as institutions 

that offer risk-sharing that is not provided by the market (see Obstfeld, 1994, 

Shiller and Athanasoulis, 199\ Athanasoulis and van Wincoo]), ]998, and 

van Wincoop, 1999, for empirical estima.tions of potentia.! welfare gains from 

international and interregional risk-sharing above those lWt provided by the 

market and also Sala-i-Martin and Sachs, 1992 and Asdrubali, Sorensen, and 

Yosha, 1996, for empirical estimation of the cha.nnels for interregional risk 

sharing and of the regional risk that remains uninsured within the United 

States.) (Sorensen and Yosha, 1998, estimi,te than a lot less risk sharing 

is achieved within countries in the Emopean Union than within the United 

States. ) 

One remaining question to ,LSsess the merit of the a.nalysis provided in 

this paper is whether migration is , in rea.lity, a.n impOl'tllnt Wily to shiLre risks 

iLmong nations or regions. BiLI'!'o iLIlll Sllla-i-Martin (1991 iLnd 1992) provide 
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evidence of the relationship between migration flows to US states and per 

capita income. Blanchard and Katz (1992) also show that migration is an im

portant insurance device against regional busines cycle shocks: Eichengreen 

(1993) finds a strong relationship between migration and the laggecl growth

rate of wages in the US. Eichengreen (1994) suggests, however, that labor 

mobility is not a relevant insunLnce mechanism among European nations. 

Closely related to this paper is the approach taken by Bueovetsky (1998) , 

who compares the incenti ves for two regions to choose a federal state agree

ment versus a unitary state. In this paper, regions suffer stodw.:;tic idiosyn

cratic shocks and so the motive for the agreement i:; to provide insurance. 

The important parameters to take into acount are related to risk <Lversion , 

differences in expected income, and migration costs. Fidrmue (1998) explores 

how the nature of the stochastic shocks affect the incentives to secede. 

Alesilla and Perotti (1995) also analize the risk-sharing motive for achiev

ing a fiscal agreement. They discuss t he trade off between more economic 

risk sharing and more political risk . Persson and Tabellini (1996a and 1996b) 

analyze the perverse incentives that the insumncc contm.ct- fiscal agl'eement 

create for the local governments. Other discussions about federal versus uni

tary agreements are provided by Quian and Roland (Hl99) where the gains 

from decentralization are given in terms of competition between lo'cal govern

ments and decreased ability to bailout inefficient firms. AlesinlC amI Spaolare 

(1997), and Alesina and Warcziarg (1998) discuss the optimal size and num

ber of nations. The degree of openness of the economies, inereas ing returns 

in the provision of public goods, and the diseconomies of taking decisions for 

larger communities determine the optimal size of nations . 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 

3 presents the different type of agreements to be considered. Section 4 shows 

some results that will be useful for the proof of t he main proposit ion. Section 

5 discusses our main result . Section 6 concludes t he paper with some fin al 

remarks. 

2 The Model 

Our model shares its basics features with the model developed in Bucovetsky 

(1998) with the difference that we will consider two possible levels of llecision. 

The national level is modeled exactly us in Bucovetsky 's, bu t in t his paper 

each nation consists of two regions which fitee illiosyneratic regional shocks. 

We will consider two nations , A and 8. A consists of two regions A 1 and 

A2', and B consists of regions 81 and 82 (sometimes we write R.i to denote 

the region j of nation R , j E {1, 2}, R E {A , 8} ). We normalize population 

so that the number of people in each region is 1/2. So each nation 's total 

population is 1. 

There is uncertainty ab out the national production level (whieh will be 

also given in per capita terms, given our normalization). It can be eit her p, if 

the good state of nature happens in that nation , or 1 if the bad stnte occurs, 

where p > 1. We assume that national production levels are negatively 

correlated, i. e. if one nation gets the good state of nature then t he other 

nation obtains t he bad state of lHlture. We make t his w;surnption in order to 

concentrate our analysis on thc-! possible risk sharing advanLCLges of forrnin g 
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a union2 . The good state of nature occurs in nation A with probability rr 

(so the good state of nature occurs in B with probability 1 - rr). We assume 

that rr > 1/2 so country A is richer than country B in expected terms. 

We also assume that regional idiosyncratic shocks can happen. These 

shocks are such t hat they add the amount 1/2 to the production level in 

a lucky region and reduce the production level by 1 /2 in an unlucky one. 

We assume that within either country there is a perfect negative correlation 

between the regional shocks so that when region Rl gets a positive (negative) 

shock region R2 gets a negative (positive) shock. This implies that a lucky 

region in a lucky nation (from now on, in the state H H ) will have the total 

production 

}.' . P + 1 
HH = - -

2 

A unlucky region in it lucky nation (stl,te HL) would have 

y _ P - 1 
HL - 2 

A lucky region in an unlucky nation (state LH ) would have 

, 1 + 1 
} LH = -2-

And, finally, an unlucky region in an unlucky nation (state LL) would have 

20bviously a more realistic assumption would be that. sho e.ks can go in allY direction. 

However if we do not consider negatively correlated shocks there would be 110 poiut of 

talking about risk sharing. A more general a.'5SUlllption which giv~s t.he same result.s would 

be that on top of the more general shocks there are important sho(:ks Lh~lt are negatively 

correlated. 
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Region RI, R E {A, B}, is lucky with probability p (so region R2, R E 

{A, B}, is lucky with probability 1 - p), We assume that p 2' 1/2 so A 1 and 

Blare the rieh regions (in expected terms) in nations A and B, respectively, 

We will interpret A 1 and B 1 as the North in each nation and A2 and B2 as 

the South, Note that the probability p is the same in both nations:l , These 

regional production levels are consistent with the national ones defined pre-

viously, For simplicity we will assume: 

(A.1) P -, = 1 + ,. 

So that the unlucky region in the lucky nation will have the same income 

(and per capita income) as the lucky region in the unlucky nation. Our 

results will not depend crucially on (A 1) , as long as the difference between 

p - , and 1 +, is not large4 This assumption implies It. pa,rticula.r form of 

3This assumption is relevant only for the lllo11otonicity TE'$ult proved ill appendix I and 

could be relaxed. 

40bviollSly the empirical releva.nce of the assumption will depend 011 how the North 

and South are aggregated within each natioll. For instance, (see graph 5.3 in Esteball, 

1994), in 1989, (tal-dug 100 Il.<:; the average per cupil.a il1(:()Ill~ in t.he European Union), 40% 

of the population ill Spain lived in regions having a per capiLa itU.:OIll€'. between llO and 

80. This would be the North of Spain. 55% of the population of Fnl1lce live ill regions 

that had per capita income above 100. This could he the North of Fhmce in our model. 

The South of France would be the 45% living in regions that have, a per capita between 

100 and 80 (thus providing a high degree of overlap with the Nonh of Spain). The South 

of Spain would be the 60% living in regions having a per capita ineomp. lower than 80. 

Similar considerations could be used to constrnct the North and South of the respective 

Northern and Southern countries. The outliers are Gree.(:e and Portugal where all regions 



the regional shocks, By solving the equation in (A,I) we have that 

"( = (p - 1)/2 (I) 

When we talk of the economy where nations are the agents it is assumed 

that nations are unitary states so that their governments make the trantifers 

needed to equalize income within regions in the ~ame nation, Thus in the 

economy with nations the region"l shocks will not be relevant , 

We assume that all agents of a given n"tion or regioll Me identic,,1 to each 

other, In this case, the preferences of a nation R, anc! the preferences of a, 

region Rj , coincide with the individual preferences of their members, 

(A.2) All regions and nations shm'e the sa.me von Ne'(/.ma.n M01'!le7'StC11l, 

concave utility function U with pC7' capita. income as the a.r!l'U:m.ent, This 

utility function p7'escnts constant 7dative risk ave7'8ion, Thus we can write 

[1 () X'-~ (J 0 h ' " " x = 1-{3' >, VI e7'e x "s pe7' capl,ta mcom,,' , 

The total resources in a region are distributed equally among all the 

residents so that the per capita income is the same for all of them, Thus, 

an agent that migrates from a poor region to a richer region would obtain it 

higher income, There is, however, a positive migration cost. 

(A.3) The7'" is a constant individual cost c :2: 0 of migmting jlmn one 7'egion 

to another, This cost is the same whethe7' I,h.e migmtion I,akes pla.ce within a 

count"y a" f"om. a ""gion in a country to a ,'egion in a clifJcnm,t cuunt7-y. 

have per capita inc.cmes lower than the POOT('St region in several Nothern countries. This 

would not be very important for any of onT results as (A.l) could be relaxed as far as 

lemma. 1 remains true for a relevllut set of the parameters. 

°This assumption is also made in Bucovetsky. 
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This is clearly a strong assumption but our results fLre robust to small 

changes allowing for lower migration cost within fL country than across countriesG. 

In fact we could allow for large differences in the migration costs 'co long as 

the differences between income in the richest and poorest region in each na

tion are large enough. Nevertheless, in order to keep things simple, we will 

assume throughout the paper the three previous axioms. 

Following Bucovetsky (1998) we define a Fedem.l fiscal agreement as one 

in which there is free migration among the nations or regions involved, but 

no transfers to equalize per capita income fLmong the different regions. A 

Unitary fiscal agreement (we also call it a Union) is the one in which a 

central authority uses transfers to equalize per capita income in the different 

locations and, consequently, there is no migration within the nation . Reality 

is, no doubt, more complicated than what we assume here. The main feature 

we want to capture, however, is t hat under a fedeml a.rrangement there are 

less regional transfers and, as a consequence, more migration than 

under a unitary arrangement . 

We will consider two types of environments depending on whether the 

decision makers are the regions or the IlILtions. The four types of agreements 

we analyze are: (i) a union of nations A and B (UN); (ii) a federation of 

nations A and B (FN); (iii) a federation of regions AI , A2 , 81 and B2 (FR) ; 

6lf the cost of migrating to other region wit.hjn a nation is very !5 1lH.\1I then there is no 

point ill comparing the eeollomy wiLh regions with the el~onomy with nations. Trivially, 

free migration with very low migration cost between regiolL'i in a nation will make each of 

the regions in each nation share (almost) the same income and thereforE' they will behave 

as nations. 
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and (iv) a nnion of regions AI, A2, 81 and 82 (UR). In cases i) and ii} the 

decision makers are the nations meanwhile in cases iii) and iv} the decision 

makers are the regions. We also consider the case ill which the two nations 

are separated (S). 

3 Description of Agreements 

3.1 Separated nations 

When the two nations are separated, we assume that there are neither inter

national migration flows nor transfers from one nation to the other nation. 

The expected utility nation A would obtain in this case io 

E~ = 7fU(p) + (1- 7f)U{1) 

and the expected utility of nation 8 is 

These are the minimum utility levels that nations should obtain in order for 

them to be willing to participate in any other possible armllgemenL. 

3.2 Global Union 

Given our assumptions, in a unitary state (consisting of the union of nations 

A and 8 or of the union of regions AI, A2, 81 and 82) the level of transfers 

is such that each region would end up with the same per eapitil income, 
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(p + 1)/2, with certainty. Therefore the expected utility for each region, 01' 

nation, would be 

UU = u (P + 1) 
2 

Thus, under the global union there is complete sharing of resources and all 

agents obtain the same income. 

3.3 Federation of Nations 

The analysis in this section follows directly from Bucovetsky', ,malysis of a 

federation between two nations. The players are nation A and nation B. 

Since a nation is the union of two regions, the per ,,«pita income within a 

nation is the same for all agents, regardless of t heir residency. Thus, all 

agents in a independent nation in the good state of nature (st.ate H) would 

obtain the income level p, while in the bad state of IHcture (state L), they 

would obtain the income level 1. The two nations might decide to form a 

federation. We assume that they must decide before knowing whieh nation 

gets the good state of nature. The preferences of a nation coincide with the 

expected utility of a representative agent and, since a ll agents end up with the 

same income, there is no aggregation problern: C:l. nation seeks to rnaximize 

expected utility where the von Neuman Morgerstern ut.ility func t ion, [I , is 

the one given in our Axiom 2. 

If a federation of nation A and nation B is formed , then agents wi ll be 

able to migrate within the federation. Some agents from the nation in the 

bad state of nature will migrate to the other nation, where the residents, 

regardless where they came from, will equally share the total ineome p . The 
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equilibrium migration condition (equation (4 ) in Bl1cnvetsky) is 

p 
--'----- - c = --- (2) 

where nn is the net flow of migrants from the unlllcky to the lucky nation. 

This condit ion means that per capita income in the lucky nation net of 

migration costs should equal that of the unlucky nation. This should hold 

for the marginal migrant. We will denote by (;j per capita income, after 

migration takes place, for residents in a nat ion in the .i ,tate of nature, 

.j E {H, L}. This means t hat the above condition could be writ ten itS 

(2') 

Expected utility under the federat.ion of nations for the rich nation A is 

(3) 

and for B , the poor nation , expected utility is 

(4) 

Note that existence of a positive migration cost prevents in come levels from 

equalizing across nations. Original residents of it IHttion in state of nat ure H 

end up with an income level greater than the one obtained by "gents from 

the other nation. And, dearly, all agents from the ,,,ttion with the state of 

nature L obtain the same net ineome, i. e. the ones t hat migrate to the rich 

nation obtain the same (net ) income as the ones that do not migrate . In the 

extreme case of no migration costs, c = 0, t he income of all Itgents would be 

equalized and a federation would coineide with it union of nat ions. 
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3.4 Federation of Regions 

Now we suppose that the decision makers, or players, are the regions, The 

agreement to be analyzed here is the federation of the all four regions (FR), 

We don't consider the possibility of a partial federation of two or three re

gIOns, It is also important to notice that our analysis of a federation of 

regions is not equivalent to the ana.Jysis of a federation of four "smaller" Ila-

tiOllS, because the two regions of a. nation ~ha.re a "natinna.l shockll in their 

resources, 

Under a federation, agents are free t.o migrate from one region to another, 

There are no transfers so that the vector of total income levels obtained, 

after the realization of the national antI regional shocks, by the regions is 

{YHH, YHL, YLH , YLL}, In this case the migration equilibrium is more difficul t 

to characterize, The difficulties come from the fact that migration could take 

place among any combination of regions, 

The next lemma, however, shows that under our assumptions, for all 

positive migration costs, migration occurs only from the unlucky region in 

the unlucky nation to the lucky region in the lucky nation, In this ease the 

eondition for migration equilibrium is 

YH H YLL 
-:-c::c--- - e = -:-cc:---
1/2 + 17." 1/2 - n" 

(5) 

where nr is the net flow of migrants from the unlucky region in the unlucky 

nation to the lucky region in the lucky nation, Denoting by Gij per capita 

consumption in the region with state of nature ij, we could rewrite the above 

expression as eHH - C = eLL. 

LEMMA 1:Let (A.l) , (A.2) , and (A .,7) hold. In thc jedemtion oj 1'cgio'l/.s the 
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only equilibrium migmtion flow" oc-cm' j1-om the region in sta.te (LL) to the 

,'cgion in "tate ( H H). 

PROOF: We have to show that no net migration flows occur in regIOns III 

states (LH) or (HL) for c 2: O. There are two cases in which migration can 

occur in those regions. The first happens when the migration flow from the 

region in state (LL) has been so big as to render the per capita income in such 

a region equal to the per capita income in regions in states (LH ) and (HL). 

Then there could be, consistently with the above condition, some migration 

from the regions in states (LH) and (HL) to t he region ill sLate (HH ). This 

limit case implies that 
Y LL YLH 

1/2-nr 1/2' 

Solving for nr we have that the implied migration flow is 

Now we want to solve for the lowest migration cost that would imply no 

migration from regions in states (LH) and (HL) when the migration flow 

from region in state LL to region in state HH is n;. Such cost has to solve 

the equation 

That is 

,,' = 2' )' ( Y H HI) 
o LH "'}' ) .' . 

~ LH - LL 

By substitution of the values for the respective regional prouuctions implied 

by Axiom I, we obtain c' = O. 
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The second case III which migration could happen to regIOns in states 

(LH) and (HL) is when the level of migration to the region ill state (HH), 

n" has been so big as to equalize per capita income in such a region to the 

per capita income in regions in states (LH) and (HL). Then there could be 

some migration from the region in state (LL) to the regions in states (LH) 

and (HL). This case implies that 

YIfIf YLIf 

1/ 2 + n;' 1/ 2 . 

The implied migration flow is 

" 11 7, = 
YIf If - YLIf 

2YLH 

The lowest migration cost t hilt implies no migration to regions ill (LH) and 

(HL) solves 

."-;,,,Y...:L:::L,--_ = _Y_LIf_ _ c" 
1/2-n;' 1/2 

This implies 

." _ "J)' (1 YLL ) C - G LH - ( . 
~YLH - Y HH 

By substitution of the values for the respective regional productions implied 

by Axiom 1, we obtain c" = O. 

We conclude that for every c 2: 0 no net migmtion flows will occur m 

regions in states (LH) and (HL). Q.E.D. 

Note that Axiom 1 implies that C'lfL = CLH. Then the expected utility 

under the fedemtion of regions for the rich region iu the rich ua.tion, i.e. 

region AI, is 
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The expected utility for region A2 is 

The expected utility for region 81 is 

And the expected utility for region 82 is 

One can show that under a federation of regions the expected utility for Al 

is higher than the expected utility for ilny other region. More precisely 

EU FR > EU FR 
Z E {A2 B 1 B2} Al _ z, " (6) 

This is an important inequality which will be used when comparing the fed-

eration and the union of regions. The proof is in Appendix 1. 

4 Useful Results 

In this section we star t comparing the economy with regions with the econ-

omy with nations. The first of our resu lts implies that the lucky region ill 

the lucky nation receives more immigmtion ill the fetlemtion of regions (FR) 

than in the federation of nations (FN). The intuition behind t hi s resul t is 

that t he dispersion of per capi ta incomes is larger in the regional economy 

and that t his yields more migration. Recall from colltlition (fi) that n,. is the 

equilibrium migration flow from the region in state LL to the region in state 
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H H under the arrangement (FR). In the (FN) case, 11.,,, the migration flow 

from the nation in the bad state of nature to the nation on the good state of 

nature, is given by (2). Since a nation always equalizes the income across its 

regions it is natural to assume tlmt the immigration flow 71" is equally shared 

by the two regions conforming the nation 7
. Thus, under the scenario (FN) 

each region of the lucky nation receives the migration flow '~'. We have 

LEMMA 2: Let (A. I) , (A.2) and (A.3) hold. Thenn,. > ~ . 

PROOF: The equilibrium migration under (FN) is given by condition (2) 

p 
-'------ - " = ---

1 

1 + 11." 

By Lemma 1 the equilibrium migration under (FR) is given by (5) 

(p+"()/2 (l- ,,()/2 
-c -

1/2 + 11,. . - 1/2 - 11,. 

Assuming our particular value of"( = (p - 1) /2, we could write this second 

condition as 
(3p - 1)/2 

1 + 211.,. 
- {: = 

(;1 - p)/2 
1 - 211.,. 

By simply comparing the numerators of cOllllition (2) and til" lllmlified con-

dition (5), we conc.!ude that 211,. > 11.".Q.E.D. 

The result of the previous lemma implies that per capita income for the 

region in state H H , after the migration flows have taken pbce, is sma.ller in 

the federation of regions than in the federation of nations. That is: 

7This assumption is introduced to simplify the analysis and the main results of the 

paper don't depend 011 it. 
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LEMMA 3: Let (A. I) , (A .2) and (A.S) hold. Then , i) (;HH < GH , ii) eLL < 

PROOF: i) In our particular economy, the total per-capita income to be 

distributed between the region in state of IHLture H H and the region in state 

of nature LL (and also in nations H and L) is (1 + p)/2. T hus, we have t he 

identity 

where 1 is the total population of the two regions and N H H the percentage 

of that total li ving in the region in state of nature H H , 0 :'0 Nfl fI :'0 1. Since 

CHH - C = C'LL we also have 

so CH H = (1 + p) /2 + c( 1 - N H H )' Thus, per-capita income in t he region in 

state H H increases as the population of the other region iUCl'eases. T hat is, 

it decreases with migration. T his implies that in the federation of regions, 

where migration to the region in state H H is higher than under t he federation 

of nations, the region in state H H ends up with a lower level of per mpita 

income than under the federation of nations. The statement in ii ) follows 

easi ly from CHH - C = C'LL. Q.E.D. 

Bucovetsky (1998) shows that, for a degree of rel lLtive risk ;wersion {3 > 

2,8 the expected utility of a nation under a federation (FN) is a quasi-concave 

8Following Shiller and Athanasoulis ( 1995 L Ii = 3 represents a '\:ollsenS1.l:-i by many 

who work in this topic". This is also the o.veru.ge of the estimaLes reported in Friend Ilnd 

Blume {1975}. Therefore assuming f3 > 2 is lIo t all unrealistic assumption. 
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function of the migration cost c. The third preliminary result su,tes that the 

expected utility of a region under (FR) is also quasi-concave on c, for c 2: O. 

Thus we have: 

LEMMA 4: Let (A.l), (A.2) a.nd (A. ,1) hold. Let iJ > :2. Then EUfF is a 

quasi-concave fund'ion of c. 

Given that by Lemma 1 there will be no migration III the intermediate 

regions, the problem is formally simi lar to the one in Bucovetsky. T he proof 

of this lemma is provided in Appendix 2 and it is just a. translation to our 

problem of the proof of Lemma 1 of Bucovestky. 

Our fourth preliminary result is that the expected utility of the richest 

region , AI, in (FR) is increasing with the difference between its expected 

income and the expected income of region A2. That is, it is increasing in p. 

LEMMA 5: Let (A .l), (A.2) a.nd (A.S) hold. Let c > O. Then EufF is 

strictly increa.sing in T'. 

PROOF: 

Simplifying the right-hand side, and recalling from Lemma 1 that (JHH > 

CHL > ChL, we can conclude that 

as we wanted to show.Q.E.D. 
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5 Will Regions Prefer a Union? 

We want to analyze under which conditions regions would choose to form it 

union whereas nations would choose to form a federation. The poor nation , 

B, always prefers a union of nations (UN) to a federation of nations (FN). 

This is due to the faet that under (UN) eiLch nation gets the per capita income 

"¥ for sure whereas in the (FN) regime B faces <L lottery with expected value 

lower than Ite Nation A, however, might or might not prefer the union to 

the federal regime depending on the value of the ,lifferent parameters of our 

economy. It might even be the case that A prefers separation to both (FN) 

and (FR). To rule out this possibility, i.e. to guarantee what Bucovetsky 

calls Individual Rationality of the Union, we impose the following conuition 

(A.4) pfJ- l > -2L. 
- l - 1r 

It is easy to show that the above inequality implies E[1~N :::: E(l19. In this 

case, both nations prefer the Union to Separation. 

If nation A prefers (UN) to (FN) (mHI (A.4 ) holds so that (UN) is Individ-

ually Rational) we conclude that the Union of Nations is it f'lLl'eto uominant 

arrangement and, consequently, both nations should he ill [" vor of it. If, on 

the contrary, A prefers (FN) to (UN) then the two lla.tions have different 

interests and the Union of Nations is less likely to be implemented than in 

the previous case. 

The goal is to show that, for some value of c, regions would unanimously 

agree on forming a Union, while, were nations the players , only the poor 

Osee Bucovetsky (1998). 
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nation would be in favor of the Union. From now on we explicitly write the 

expected utility as a function of e and p, for example we write EUJ:N(c) and 

EUfl(e,p).1O 

Let the migration cost take the value e and the probability that a rich re-

gion gets the luckystatebep. WewriteUR(e,TJ) >- UN(e) (UN(e) >- UR(e,p)) 

if the following two conditions holu Simultaneously: 

We wri~e U R(e, p) ~ [I N(e) if 

either 

or 

anu 

Thus [I R( e, p) >- UN (c) means that at (e, p) a union is Pa.reto superior to a 

federal system for the regions, but not for the nations. III the case in which 

the union is Pareto superior to a feuemtion for the regions a.nd for the nations 

we write [lR(e,p) ~ UN(c). We a]so write UR(c,p) ~ UN( e) to denote the 

ca.se in which a union is not Pareto superior for either the nations or for 

the regions. We write [lR(c,p) t UN(e) when either of the above relations 

holds. This motivates the following definition 

IOThe first expresion dop.sn't contain p since the expected utility for natioIls is indepen

dent of such probability. 
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DEFINITION: We say that, Jo,' a given value oj p, a 'union is mor'e likely to 

be implemented when the ,'egions m'e the playel's than when the nations a,'e 

the players, and 'IUI'ite (I R(p) t (I N whenevel' U R( c, p) tUN (c) for all (; 

(in the opposite ca.se we wl'ite UN t (I R(p)) 

Therefore, when the economy is such that 11 R(p) tUN we can say that 

the regions are more favorable to form a union than nations, Note that 

(I R(p) t (I N might hold for some, but not all, values of p, 

PROPOSITION: Let (A,I), (A,2), (A.S) and (A.4) hold, Letfi > 2 , Then 

the,'e exists a level oj p', 1/2 ~ ri' < 1, " '!I,eh tha.t we hO:II" (I R(p) t (I N for 

p < p' and 11 N t 11 R(p) for p 2: p' , Morever, if 1=" > P we know that 

p' > ~, 

PROOF : 

If the value of p is too Imge it might happen that, for ,dl positive values 

of the migration cost c, a federation is a. worse insurance deviee for nation 

A than a union so that E11 u 2: EUfR The followin g condition implies that 

there exists values of c for which such inequality is not t rue so that (U N) is 

not always a Pareto dominant regimell , 

IT 
-->p 
'I --IT 

Thus we will divide the proof of the theorem in two cases, The first will be 

the one in which this condition is satisfied, The second will consider the case 

in which (UN) is always Pareto dominant for the nations, 

llSee Bucovetsky fOT the proof of this claim. 
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1) Assume 1 :" ;::: p is satisfied. 

We will show that for small values of rJ , U R(p) »- [! N is satisfied whereas 

for large values of p, UN »- U R(p) is satisfied. Then a continuity argument 

will close the proof. 

1.a) Consider the extreme case with p = 1/ 2. 

We first show that there exists it. r. and a C 80 thaI. f01' evcl'Y c E (r., c) 

we have UR(e , ~)>- UN(e). Rec.all that EU IJ = U(-Sf). Thus II R(c,~)>

UN (c) iff the inequalities 

(7) 

and 
FR 1 1 + P 

EURj (e, 2) < U(~) for all Rj (8) 

hold simultaneously. 

By the inequalities given in (6) we know that (8) is equivalen t to 

(8') 

Let c > 0 be sllch t hat 

(9) 

Existence and uniqueness of c follows from: a) EU:;N (0 ) = EU IJ
, h ) for some 

value of e large enough we have EUfN (e) = EUX, c) by (A.4) EU u > EUX , 

d) by Lemma 4 EUfN (e) is concave and e) since I:" > p, there ex ists c such 

that EUfN(C) > EUU(see figure 1). 

We c.an write 

(10) 
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where CHand C Lare the equilibrium per capita income levels when the 

migration cost is c. For that c and for p = ~ we write the expec.ted utility for 

region A 1 in (FR) as 

(11 ) 

so that inequality (8') holds , for c and p = ~, if 

(12) 

Lemma 3 states that CL > CLL and CH > C'Hfl' It follow~ tlH,t 

and from (9) and (10) we have 

(14) 

Thus (14) and (1:3) imply that (12) holds and, as a consequence, (8') and (8) 

also hold for c and p = ~ . So by continuity, for a set of values of c: ~maller 

than c we have that (8) also holds. It only rests to show that for values of c 

close enough to c and c < c we have tlH,t (7) is trne , i.e. EU fN (c) > U ( l¥). 
Since EUfN(c) is continuous at c we only need to ~how thaL EllfN(c) is 

decreasing at C. But this follow s from observations a)-e) ",bove. Summing 

up: we have shown that there exists a set (£, c) of vu.lues of c that si>tisfy (7) 

and (8) simultaneously, i. e. for all C E (£, 0) we ha.ve U R.( c, ~) )- UN (c). 

It is now easy to show that the lowest possible value of £ is given by 

(15) 



This follows from the concavi ty of EUfF(e, ~ ) and the fact that EUflR(O, ~ ) = 

U("-¥) . 

Next, we show that UR(e, ~ ) ~ UN(c) for all c It((;, c) . Concavity of 

the functions EUflR(e,~) and EUfN (e ) and the fact that both of them are 

decreasing at c imply that EUfF(e, ~ ) < [1(l¥) fondl c > c and EUfN(c) < 

[1 (l;P) for all e > c. In this case a union is Pareto efficient fo), both the regions 

and the nations. Hence we have U R(e, ~ ) ~ UN (e) for all G> c. 

The previous observations and the fact that El1fIR(O , 1) = £UfN(O ) = 

[1(l¥) implies that EUfF( c , ~ ) ;::: U("-¥ ) for all c ::; (; and EU;;' N( c) ;::: 

[1 ("-¥) for all c ::; !l. so that Ie union is not Pareto superior to it federation for 

the regions nor for the nations and we have U R( c, 6) ~ (I N (c) fo), all c < t . 

A continuity argument can be used to show that for some values of p > ~ 

we still have U R(p) >-- [1 N . 

1. b) Now consider the limit case in which p = 1. We lmve 

By the reasoning in Lemma 1, we know that C H/J > CHL = "-¥. So triv

ially EUflR(c , I ) > E[1[} for every c ;::: O. Thus, when p c,ce ' I , a union is 

never Pareto superior to a federation for the regions. How«ver El l fN (c) is 

independent of p, and we know that EUfN( c) < £[! u for all c > c and 

EUfN(e) > EU[} for all c < c where the value c is the one given in part I.a) 

above. 
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I.e) EUfJR is eontinuous in p and, by Lemma 5, is also strictly increasing 

in p. Then, existenee of p' > ~ easily follows. It is also easy to cheek that p' 

is sueh that EUf}(e, p') = EUfN (e) = EU u (see Figure 2). 

2) Assume now that (UN) is always Pareto dominant for the nations. 

For c = 0 It union will give the same expeeted utility ItS that of Itny kind 

of federation. Therefore, for eostless migration EufJR(O,p) = EUfN(O) = 

EU u Sinee EUfN(c) ~ EU[! for all c ~ 0, quasi-exn"",vity of EUf'''(c) 

implies that EUfN(c) is deereasing. If EUfJR(c,p) is inereasing (deereasillg) 

in c at c = 0, by quasi-eon cavity, we have U N ~ [I R(p) (UN ::S U R(p». 

Thus, we need to show that there exists p' sueh that for a ll p < TI' the func.tion 

EUf(l(O,p) is deereasing in c, a.nd for p > p' the fun ction E[l~IR(O,p) is 
. . . 
lllcreasmg 1JJ c. 

From the definitions of EUff, 'C /f/f , G /fL and C'LL, 

However when c = 0 we know that free migration leads to 

( ' Y/f/f 
./ HH = 1 = 

2 +nr 

This implies that we r.ould write 

aEUfJR(O, p) _ 1(')(11((', )r' [ 
!:J - nr C ·" HH ..- HH 
uC 

- rrp ( I -IT) ( I - p) 
I + I I 
"2+n1' 2- nr 

Given (A.1), the implied migration flow is 

2p - 2 
11 1, = . 

2p+ 2 
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Consider the case where p = 1: 

8EUfl
R

(0, 1) = 7" (')[/'((' )C [ 
," "1' C --- HH .J HH de 

Given that n~(c) < 0, this derivative is always positive. 

Now consider the extreme case where p = 1/ 2, so 

.' FR( I aEUAJ 0, 0) , , . . 1[ -7f _1_ (II - 7f) [. 
. - = n,.(c)U (C'HH )C'HH ;-2 -'--1--
OC '2 + 11'1" ;:; - nT' 

The sign of the above derivat ive is not determined . However , we know 

that 

Lemma 5, and that fact that the utility function is cont.in1Jous as a fune

tion of p and c are enough to guarantee the existence of a p' such that: i) if 
8EUFR(O 1) JEUFI«O 1) '1Jc ' 2 2: 0 we have p' = ~ and U N ~ U R(p) for all p, ii ) Ir Ade '2 < 0 

then p' > ~ and for p :5 p' we have U R(p) ~ UN and for ,til T' > p' we have 

UR(p) ~ UN Q.E.D. 

Thus when the regions of a nation are similar enough to each other in 

expected terms (small values of p) we claim that it global union is more likely 

to be achieved when the players are the regions than when the players are 

the nations. However, if the degree of diversity between region" in a nation 

is large enough , then the opposite result is true. 

In order to better understand the implications of tIl<-' propositioll, con

sider the case in which IL union is not ,tlwllYs a Pareto dominant iLgreement 

for the nations. Then take the case in which p < p' so tha.t interregional 

differences in expected income within a nation are not large. Then for c < .r;, 
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we have a situation where both regions and nations prefer a federat ion over a 

union. One might think that in this case, nations, or regions, might consider 

some type of transfer agreement that, although would provide" lower level 

of transfers than those associated with a union, could bring a higher level 

of expected utility for everyone than the expected utility achieved under a 

federal system. However they would need to negociate such tra.nsfers, and 

clearly, those tranfers wouldn 't replicate the ones as:sociated with the full 

union l 2. For c > c all regions and nations agree that a llnitary a.greement is 

the best situation and so it would be attained for both regions ami nations. 

In contrast, for £. < C < c ILll the regions are in favor of a union whereas only 

the poor nation would support a union. Here one ca.n abo consider the pos

sibility of an intermediate agreement where the two nations form a "union" 

but with some additional transfers. In this case some tmn:sfers have to be 

made from the poor to the rich country and so a. " full union" would not 

be achieved. Thus our results are robust to the introduetion of additional 

transfers between nations, or regions. We conclude that a full union is more 

12We can consider two kind of transfers: ex-post transfers or ex-ante trallsfers. Ex-post 

tranfers are those that are given once the state of nature is realized. These type of tranfers 

have always problems of credibility i11 the sense that once the state of nature is realized 

the incentives for making the transfer wou1d disappear. Ex-ante transfers are those mude 

independently of the state of nature. They could be then associllted to emry fees that the 

poor nation or region have to pay to form the ullioll. Those arf'. rather diHiculL to find in 

the real world. Apart from those consideratiolls, the prohlem of a Lrall ~ ret' agreement is 

that each of the regions would choose their optililal transfer eOIlLratt. \l\'(~ wonJel Ileed then 

to establish the complic.ated mechanism to c.hoose the contrael that would be acceptable 

to all of them. 
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probable when regions are the agents in charge of the decisions. 

Take now the case in which p > p' so that in terregiOlHd differences lJl 

expected income are large. A simi lar argument as the one in the above 

paragraph shows sus that in this case a full union is more prohable when the 

nations instead of regions are the agents in charge of the decisions. 

6 Final Comments 

We have analyzed the circumstances under which two na.tions would choose 

a fiscal agreement implying less integmtion than the fi scal agreement that 

would have been chosen by the regions forming those nations. Our analysis 

yields some interesting political conc.lusions about the 1'01" regions versus 

nations play in the formation of supranational economic ',rens. The c.laim 

that regions have more incentives than nations to form a full global union 

is likely to be correct when nations a.]'e economic stable arrengements, i. e. 

when the ri ch region of a nation is not "exploited" by the poor region (low 

values of pl. When, on the other hand, it is not 011 the in terest uf a rich 

region to be part of a nation (high values of p) "chieving " full supmnat ional 

union will be easier if nations are the decision makers. 

An interesting situation that has not been explicitly analyzed in this paper 

is the one in which AI, the richest region, prefers separation to a federation 

of regions and to a union. In this case, it might abo happen that region Al 

would be better off on its own than as a member of nation A I t. is easy to see 

that this is more likely to happen when p is very high. TIm" since the union 

with A2 was not in its interest , one can think of region A 1 as been "foreed" , 
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by non-economic reasons, to be member of nation A. Therefore when the 

original nations are sustained by non-economic reasons , were their regions 

asked, the richest regions could even choose separation to any other fiscal 

agreement . We shouldn 't conclude, however, that whenever the nations are 

more in favor of the union than the regions, i.e. whenever U R(p) -< UN 

happens, the richest region is "exploited" by the poor region , since it is easy 

to provide numerical examples for which p is high "nd the rich region is better 

off being part of its country t han on its own and still U H(p ) -< UN. 

We have not considered the possibility of it partial un ion or federation 

of one, two, or three regions . If this type of agreements were considered, a 

federation or a union of the three r icher regions, excluding the poorest, would 

always be preferred by the three regions to a federation or union of the four 

regions . 

7 Appendix 1 

We prove the inequalities in (6) 

i) UE~: S UE~~. 

We have 

It is obvious that for p = ~ we have UE::W = UE~-(((~ ). We will show 

IIEU::r(p) < 0 alld OEU%,R(p) 1 that lip Op ~ 0 for all p ~ 2. 

oEuIf(p) 
op 
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where the inequality follows from the fact that CHL < CHH and eLL < CHL· 

The positive sign of {)EU~R(p) follows from Lemma 5. 

ii) [! E~r :::; U Erf 

We write [! E:;rCIr) and U Err(7r) to denote that these utility functions 

depend on the value of 7r. It is clear that for 'If = ~ we have [I E:;~(~ ) 

= U Errw Then 

au E:;r(7r) 
-pU(C HH) + 1-(1- p) + pjU(CuLl + (1 - p)U(CLL ) 

pIU(CHLl - U(CHHlj + (1 - p) IU((,' Ld -1I(eHLlj < 0 

and 

au EFR(7r) 
a~ = pU(CUfJ) + j-p + (1- p) jU(CHLl + -(I - p)U((,'u J > 0 

where both inequalities follow from the faet that C H L < ( ·'ltH and eLL < 

CHL · 

iii) U E:;~' :::; U Erf. This case is proven in a. simila.r WiLY to the one in i). 

8 Appendix 2 

Proof of Lemma. 4: Fl'om the definitions of EUrlR. , C Ult , C fIL and ('LL 

Differentiating again with respec.t to c 

a2EuflR 

<Jc2 = 

~o 

, 

I 
r 



U"(-.) 
from the fact that f3 = - U'(~) x for all x 

,PEUFR 
Al 

[
aEU fIR] n" 

ac n' 

(2 - fJ)[n,!2 [7r PU'(CHH) (l
CHH 

)2 + (1 - 7r)(1 - p)U'(C'Ll,) (1 ~LL )2 
2+~ 2 ~ 

. a' EUFR(c) tlEUFR(c) 
By assumptIOn Ii > 2 , hence a(~! ::; 0 at any c such t hat I;: = 0, 

proving the lemma. 
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